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Abstract
Automatic text simplification is an active research area, and there are first systems for English, Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian. For
German, no data-driven approach exists to this date, due to a lack of training data. In this paper, we present a parallel corpus of news
items in German with corresponding simplifications on two complexity levels. The simplifications have been produced according
to a well-documented set of guidelines. We then report on experiments in automatically simplifying the German news items using
state-of-the-art neural machine translation techniques. We demonstrate that despite our small parallel corpus, our neural models were
able to learn essential features of simplified language, such as lexical substitutions, deletion of less relevant words and phrases, and
sentence shortening.
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1 Introduction
Simplified language is a variety of standard language char-
acterized by reduced lexical and syntactic complexity, the
addition of explanations for difficult concepts, and clearly
structured layout.1 Among the target groups of simplified
language are persons with cognitive impairment and learn-
ing disabilities, prelingually deaf persons, functionally il-
literate persons, and foreign language learners (Bredel and
Maaß, 2016).
Automatic text simplification, the process of automatically
producing a simplified version of a standard-language text,
was initiated in the late 1990s (Carroll et al., 1998; Chan-
drasekar et al., 1996) and since then has been approached
by means of rule-based and statistical methods. As part of
a rule-based approach, the operations carried out typically
include replacing complex lexical and syntactic units by
simpler ones. A statistical approach generally conceptual-
izes the simplification task as one of converting a standard-
language into a simplified-language text using machine
translation techniques.
Research on automatic text simplification has been docu-
mented for English (Zhu et al., 2010), Spanish (Saggion et
al., 2015), Portuguese (Aluisio and Gasperin, 2010), French
(Brouwers et al., 2014), and Italian (Barlacchi and Tonelli,
2013). To the authors’ knowledge, the work of Suter (2015)
and Suter et al. (2016), who presented a prototype of a rule-
based text simplification system, is the only proposal for
German.
The paper at hand presents the first experiments in data-
driven simplification for German, relying on neural ma-
chine translation. The data consists of news items manu-
ally simplified according to a well-known set of guidelines.
Hence, the contribution of the paper is twofold:

1. Introducing a parallel corpus as data for automatic text
simplification for German

2. Establishing a benchmark for automatic text simplifi-
cation for German

1The term plain language is avoided, as it refers to a specific
level of simplification. Simplified language subsumes all efforts
of reducing the complexity of a text.

Section 2 presents the research background with respect
to parallel corpora (Section 2.1) and monolingual sentence
alignment tools (Section 2.2) for automatic text simplifi-
cation. Section 3 introduces previous approaches to data-
driven text simplification. Section 4 presents our work
on automatic text simplification for German, introducing
the data (Section 4.1), the models (Section 4.2), the results
(Section 4.3), and a discussion (Section 4.4).

2 Parallel Corpora and Alignment Tools for
Automatic Text Simplification

2.1 Parallel Corpora
Automatic text simplification via machine translation re-
quires pairs of standard-language/simplified-language texts
aligned at the sentence level, i.e., parallel corpora. A
number of parallel corpora have been created to this end.
Gasperin et al. (2010) compiled the PorSimples Corpus
consisting of Brazilian Portuguese texts (2,116 sentences),
each with two different levels of simplifications (“natu-
ral” and “strong”), resulting in around 4,500 aligned sen-
tences. Bott and Saggion (2012) produced the Simplext
Corpus consisting of 200 Spanish/simplified Spanish doc-
ument pairs, amounting to a total of 1,149 (Spanish) and
1,808 (simplified Spanish) sentences (approximately 1,000
aligned sentences).
A large parallel corpus for automatic text simplification
is the Parallel Wikipedia Simplification Corpus (PWKP)
compiled from parallel articles of the English Wikipedia
and the Simple English Wikipedia (Zhu et al., 2010), con-
sisting of around 108,000 sentence pairs. Application of
the corpus has been criticized for various reasons (Štajner
et al., 2018); the most important among these is the fact
that Simple English Wikipedia articles are often not trans-
lations of articles from the English Wikipedia. Hwang et
al. (2015) provided an updated version of the corpus that
includes a total of 280,000 full and partial matches between
the two Wikipedia versions.
Another frequently used data collection, available for En-
glish and Spanish, is the Newsela Corpus (Xu et al., 2015)
consisting of 1,130 news articles, each simplified into four
school grade levels by professional editors.
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Klaper et al. (2013) created the first parallel corpus for
German/simplified German, consisting of 256 texts each
(approximately 70,000 tokens) downloaded from the Web.
More recently, Battisti et al. (2020) extended the corpus to
6,200 documents (nearly 211,000 sentences).
The above-mentioned PorSimples and Newsela corpora
present standard-language texts simplified into multiple
levels, thus accounting for a recent consensus in the area of
simplified-language research, according to which a single
level of simplified language is not sufficient; instead, mul-
tiple levels are required to account for the heterogeneous
target usership. For simplified German, capito,2 the largest
provider of simplification services (translations and transla-
tors’ training) in Austria, Germany, and Switzerland, distin-
guishes between three levels along the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) (Council
of Europe, 2009): A1, A2, and B1.3 Each level is linguisti-
cally operationalized, i.e., specified with respect to linguis-
tic constructions permitted or not permitted at the respec-
tive level.

2.2 Sentence Alignment Tools for Simplified
Texts

A freely available tool exists for generating sentence align-
ments of standard-language/simplified-language document
pairs: Customized Alignment for Text Simplification (CATS)
(Štajner et al., 2018). CATS requires a number of parame-
ters to be specified:

• Similarity strategy: CATS offers a lexical (character-
n-gram-based, CNG) and two semantic similarity
strategies. The two semantic similarity strategies,
WAVG (Word Average) and CWASA (Continuous
Word Alignment-based Similarity Analysis), both re-
quire pretrained word embeddings. WAVG averages
the word vectors of a paragraph or sentence to obtain
the final vector for the respective text unit. CWASA
is based on the alignment of continuous words using
directed edges.

• Alignment strategy: CATS allows for adhering to a
monotonicity restriction, i.e., requiring the order of in-
formation to be identical on the standard-language and
simplified-language side, or abandoning it.

3 Data-Driven Automatic Text
Simplification

Specia (2010) introduced statistical machine translation to
the automatic text simplification task, using data from a
small parallel corpus (roughly 4,500 parallel sentences) for
Portuguese. Coster and Kauchak (2011) used the original
PWKP Corpus (cf. Section 2.1) to train a machine transla-
tion system. Xu et al. (2016) performed syntax-based sta-
tistical machine translation on the English/simplified En-
glish part of the Newsela Corpus.

2https://www.capito.eu/ (last accessed: February 3,
2020)

3Note that while the CEFR was designed to measure foreign
language skills, with simplified language, it is partly applied in the
context first-language acquisition (Bredel and Maaß, 2016).

Nisioi et al. (2017) introduced neural sequence-to-
sequence models to automatic text simplification, perform-
ing experiments on both the Wikipedia dataset of (Hwang
et al., 2015) and the Newsela Corpus for English, with auto-
matic alignments derived from CATS (cf. Section 2.2). The
authors used a Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) archi-
tecture (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) as instance of
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs).
Surya et al. (2019) proposed an unsupervised or partially
supervised approach to text simplification. Their model is
based on a neural encoder-decoder but differs from pre-
vious approaches by adding reconstruction, adversarial,
and diversification loss, which allows for exploiting non-
parallel data as well. However, the authors’ results prove
that some parallel data is still essential.
Finally, Palmero Aprosio et al. (2019) experimented with
data augmentation methods for low-resource text simpli-
fication for Italian. Their unaugmented dataset is larger
than the one presented in this paper but includes more low-
quality simplifications due to automatic extraction of sim-
plified sentences from the Web. Our work differs in that we
benchmark and compare a wider variety of low-resource
methods.
The most commonly applied automatic evaluation metrics
for text simplification are BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and
SARI (Xu et al., 2016). BLEU, the de-facto standard met-
ric for machine translation, computes token n-gram overlap
between a hypothesis and one or multiple references. A
shortcoming of BLEU with respect to automatic text sim-
plification is that it rewards hypotheses that do not differ
from the input. By contrast, SARI was designed to punish
such output. It does so by explicitly considering the input
and rewarding tokens in the hypothesis that do not occur in
the input but in one of the references (addition) and tokens
in the input that are retained (copying) or removed (dele-
tion) in both the hypothesis and one of the references.
SARI is generally used with multiple reference sentences,
which are hard to obtain. Due to this limitation, human
evaluation is often needed. This mostly consists of three
types of ratings: how well the content or meaning of the
standard-language text is preserved, how fluent or natural
the simplified output is, and how much simpler the output
is compared to the standard-language original. Each sim-
plified unit (in most cases, a sentence) is typically rated on
a 5-point scale with respect to each of the three dimensions.

4 Automatic Text Simplification for German
4.1 Training Data
All data used in our experiments was taken from the Austria
Press Agency (Austria Presse Agentur, APA) corpus built
by our group. At this press agency, four to six news items
covering the topics of politics, economy, culture, and sports
are manually simplified into two language levels, B1 and
A2, each day following the capito guidelines introduced in
Section 2.1. The subset of data used for the experiments re-
ported in this paper contains standard-language news items
along with their simplifications on level B1 between August
2018 and December 2019. The dataset will be described in
more detail in a separate publication.

https://www.capito.eu/
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Original Jedes Kalb erhält spätestens sieben Tage nach der Geburt eine eindeutig identifizierbare Lebensnummer,
die in Form von Ohrmarken beidseitig eingezogen wird.
(‘At the latest seven days after birth, each calf is given a unique identification number, which is recorded on
ear tags on both sides.’)

B1 In Österreich bekommt jedes Kalb spätestens 7 Tage nach seiner Geburt eine Nummer, mit der man es
erkennen kann.
(‘In Austria, at the latest 7 days after birth, each calf receives a number, with which it can be identified.’)

Original US-Präsident Donald Trump hat in seiner mit Spannung erwarteten Rede zur Lage der Nation seine poli-
tischen Prioritäten betont, ohne große wirtschaftliche Initiativen vorzustellen.
(‘In his eagerly awaited State of the Union address, U.S. President Donald Trump stressed his political
priorities without presenting any major economic initiatives.’)

B1 US-Präsident Donald Trump hat am Dienstag seine Rede zur Lage der Nation gehalten.
(‘U.S. President Donald Trump gave his State of the Union address on Tuesday.’)

Original Sie stehe noch immer jeden Morgen um 6.00 Uhr auf und gehe erst gegen 21.00 Uhr ins Bett, berichtete das
Guinness-Buch der Rekorde.
(‘She still gets up at 6:00 a.m. every morning and does not go to bed until around 9:00 p.m., the Guinness
Book of Records reported.’)

B1 Sie steht auch heute noch jeden Tag um 6 Uhr in der Früh auf und geht um 21 Uhr schlafen.
(‘Even today, she still gets up at 6 every morning and goes to bed at 9.’)

Table 1: Examples from the Austria Press Agency (APA) corpus

We aligned the sentences from the original German
news articles with the simplified articles using CATS
(cf. Section 2.2). We chose the WAVG similarity strategy
in conjunction with fastText embeddings (Bojanowski et
al., 2017). fastText offers pretrained word vectors in 157
languages, derived from Wikipedia and Common Crawl
(Grave et al., 2018).4 As our alignment strategy, we dis-
missed the monotonicity restriction due to our observation
that the order of information in a simplified-language text is
not always preserved compared to that of the corresponding
standard-language text.
CATS is built on the heuristic that every simplified-
language sentence is aligned with one or several standard-
language sentences. For 1-to-n and n-to-1 alignments, each
of the n sentences forms a separate sentence pair with its
counterpart, i.e., the single counterpart is duplicated. This
leads to oversampling of some sentences and—as we will
discuss in Section 4.4—poses a significant challenge for
learning algorithms, but it is inevitable because we can-
not assume that the order of information is preserved af-
ter simplification.5 Sentence pairs with a similarity score
of less than 90% were discarded (this threshold was estab-
lished based on empirical evaluation of the tool on a dif-
ferent dataset), which resulted in a total of 3,616 sentence
pairs. Table 1 shows examples, which are also representa-
tive of the wide range of simplifications present in the texts.
Table 2 shows the number of German and simplified Ger-
man sentences that we used for training and evaluation. The
sets are all disjoint, i.e., there are no cross-alignments be-
tween any of them. Since the dataset is already very small

4https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/
crawl-vectors.html (last accessed: November 25, 2019)

5Another possibility to deal with 1-to-n and n-to-1 alignments
would be to merge them into single alignments by concatenation.
However, in our case, this would have resulted in many segments
becoming too long to be processed by the sequence-to-sequence
model.

German Simplified Alignment Usage
German

3316 3316 1:1, 1:n, n:1 training
300 300 1:1 validation

3316 – data augmentation

50 – evaluation

Table 2: Number of sentences from the Austria Press
Agency (APA) corpus in our experiments

and the automatic alignments are not perfect, we decided
not to use a parallel test set but to select models based on
their best performance on the validation set and evaluate
manually without a target reference. We chose the number
of sentences for data augmentation to match the number of
parallel sentences during training, in accordance with Sen-
nrich et al. (2016a).
We applied the following preprocessing steps:

• In the simplified German text, we replaced all hy-
phenated compounds (e.g., Premier-Ministerin ‘fe-
male prime minister’) with their unhyphenated equiva-
lents (Premierministerin), but only if they never occur
in hyphenated form in the original German corpus.

• We converted all tokens to lowercase. This reduces
the subword vocabulary and ideally makes morphe-
me/subword correspondences more explicit across dif-
ferent parts of speech, since nouns are generally capi-
talized in German orthography.

• We applied byte-pair encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al.,
2016b), trained jointly on the source and target text.
BPE splits tokens into subwords based on the frequen-
cies of their character sequences. This decreases the
total vocabulary size and increases overlap between
source and target.

https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html
https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html
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4.2 Neural Models in Our Experiments
All models in our experiments are based on the Transformer
encoder-decoder architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017). We
used Sockeye version 1.18.106 (Hieber et al., 2017) for
training and translation into simplified German. Unless oth-
erwise stated, the hyperparameters are defaults defined by
Sockeye. The following is an overview of the models:

BASE baseline model; embedding size of 256
BPE5K same as BASE but with less BPE merge operations

(10,000→ 5,000) (Sennrich and Zhang, 2019)
BATCH1K same as BASE but with a smaller token-based

batch size (4096→ 1024) (Sennrich and Zhang, 2019)
LINGFEAT same as BASE but extending embedding vec-

tors with additional linguistic features (lemmas, part-
of-speech tags, morphological attributes, dependency
tags, and BIEO tags marking where subwords begin or
end) (Sennrich and Haddow, 2016)

NULL2TRG same as BASE but with additional <null>-to-
target sentence pairs generated from non-parallel sim-
plified sentences, doubling the size of the training set
(Sennrich et al., 2016a)

TRG2TRG same as BASE but with additional target-to-
target sentence pairs (same simplified sentence in
source as in target), doubling the size of the training
set (Palmero Aprosio et al., 2019) (cf. Section 3)

BT2TRG same as BASE but with additional backtranslated-
to-target sentence pairs (source sentence is machine-
translated from target sentence), doubling the size of
the training set (Sennrich et al., 2016a)

For LINGFEAT, all linguistic features were obtained with
ParZu (Sennrich et al., 2013), using clevertagger (Sennrich
et al., 2013) for part-of-speech tags and Zmorge (Sennrich
and Kunz, 2014) for morphological analysis. The embed-
ding sizes for these features are: 221 for lemmas, 10 each
for part-of-speech, morphology, and dependency tags, and
5 for subword BIEO tags, thus extending the total embed-
ding size to 512.

For the backtranslation system, we used the same archi-
tecture, the same method, and the same set of sentence
pairs as in LINGFEAT, and the added non-parallel sentences
were the same for all models trained with augmented data
(NULL2TRG, TRG2TRG, BT2TRG).
Moreover, each model type was trained three times, with
three different random seeds for shuffling and splitting the
training and validation set, in order to reach statistical sig-
nificance.
After running preliminary trainings, it became clear that all
of these models overfit quickly. Validation perplexity reg-
ularly reached its minimum before sentences of any kind
of fluency were produced, and BLEU scores only started
to increase after this point. Therefore, we decided to opti-
mize for the BLEU score instead, i.e., stop training when
BLEU scores on the validation set reached the maximum.
We will discuss more specific implications of this decision
in Section 4.4.

4.3 Results of Our Simplication Experiments
We report case-insensitive BLEU and SARI on the valida-
tion set, calculated using SacreBLEU (Post, 2018). Since
we optimized the models for the BLEU score, these values
may be taken as a kind of “upper bound” rather than true
indicators of their performance.
Figure 1 shows results for the models listed in Section 4.2.
TRG2TRG is the only model whose improvements com-
pared to the baseline reached high statistical significance
(p = 0.00014 for BLEU, p = 0.00050 for SARI), although
improvements by LINGFEAT look promising (p = 0.10 for
BLEU, p = 0.020 for SARI). The low performance of
BT2TRG is surprising, considering the significant BLEU
score improvements we observed in a previous experi-
ment with a different German dataset (Battisti et al., 2020).
BPE5K and BATCH1K, both proposed as low-resource op-
timizations in machine translation, do not have much of an
effect in this context, either.
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Figure 1: BLEU and SARI scores on the validation set (means and standard errors from three runs)
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BASE +TRG2TRG +BT2TRG
BLEU SARI BLEU SARI BLEU SARI

BASE 2.23±0.55 31.87±0.46 7.59±0.40 35.29±0.28 1.81±0.94 31.54±0.58
+LINGFEAT 2.94±0.60 33.13±0.56 9.75±0.63 36.88±0.67 3.11±0.56 32.96±0.59

Table 3: BLEU and SARI scores of final model configurations on the validation set (means and standard errors from three
runs). Bold font indicates significant improvements (p < 0.05) with respect to BASE

We also trained additional models which combined the data
augmentation methods (TRG2TRG and BT2TRG) with the
linguistic features (LINGFEAT) to see if there was a com-
bined effect. The validation scores of all six configurations
are presented in Table 3. These results suggest that linguis-
tic features are beneficial even with synthetic data, and that
augmentation with target-to-target pairs is more effective
than backtranslation.
In addition to automatic evaluation, we translated a test set
of 50 sentences using the above models and manually eval-
uated the output. This was done by the first author, a native
speaker of German, with reference to the original sentence
along the three criteria shown in Table 4. These are based
on Surya et al. (2019) but adapted to capture more specific
weaknesses arising from the low-resource setting.
The results are in Figure 2. They provide a clearer picture
of the strengths and weaknesses of the configurations. In
general, the models have no difficulty producing fluent sen-
tences. However, most of the time, these sentences have
little in common with the original but are exact or partial
copies of other sentences in the training set. In the worst
cases, 60–80% of output sentences are exact copies from
the training set. This is a direct consequence of overfit-
ting. Only TRG2TRG (especially in combination with lin-
guistic features) managed to preserve content in a signifi-
cant portion of the cases. Very often, this was accompa-
nied by decreased fluency in the produced sentences, as
in the following examples from the test set, produced by
TRG2TRG+LINGFEAT (non-words are marked with ‘*’):

(1) Source:
Die Österreichischen Lotterien rechnen mit rund
acht Millionen Tipps auf etwa eineinhalb Millionen
Wettscheinen.
(‘The Austrian lotteries are expecting around eight
million games played on about one and a half mil-
lion play slips.’)
Output (TRG2TRG+LINGFEAT):
Die österreichischen loinnen und rechnen mit 8
Millionen Tipps auf nur auf einhalb Millionen Euro
mitscheinen scheinen Millionen.
(‘The Austrian *loinnen and are expecting 8 mil-
lion games played on only on a half million Euro
*withslips slips millions.’)

(2) Source:
Sobald die Temperaturen steigen und mit Schnee
nicht mehr zu rechnen ist, sollten Sommerreifen
aufgezogen werden.
(‘As soon as the temperatures rise and snow is
no longer to be expected, summer tires should be
mounted.’)

Output (TRG2TRG+LINGFEAT):
Sobald die Temperaturen steigen und Schnee nicht
mehr zu aufgehoben werden.
(‘As soon as the temperatures rise and snow no
longer to be lifted.’)

(3) Source:
Aber wir werden unser Öl weiter verkaufen, ...
die Sanktionen brechen”, sagte Präsident Hassan
Rouhani am Montag.
(‘But we will continue selling our oil, ... break the
sanctions,” said president Hassan Rouhani on Mon-
day’)
Output (TRG2TRG+LINGFEAT):
Aber sie werden nicht Öl weiter verkaufen, sagte
am Montag verhani.
(‘But they will not continue selling oil, said *ver-
hani on Monday.’)

In these cases, the system attempts sentence shortening and
lexical simplification (note the numeral replacement in Ex-
ample 1). Generally, the model copies less from training
targets (about 10%) and tends more towards transferring
tokens from the input.
The results for BT2TRG confirm that backtranslation was
not effective in this setting. Given the low content preser-
vation scores in our baseline model for backtranslating, this
is not surprising.

4.4 Discussion
As reported in Section 4.2, we optimized our models for
BLEU scores. This resulted in models which strongly fa-
vored fluency over content preservation by mainly repro-
ducing training material exactly and thus acted more like
translation memories. The fact that augmenting the data
with simple-to-simple pairs was relatively successful shows
that the main difficulty for the other models was finding
relevant correspondences between source and target. In
the augmented data, these correspondences are trivial to
find, and apparently, the model partly succeeded in com-
bining knowledge from this trivial copying job with knowl-
edge about sentence shortening and lexical simplification,
as demonstrated by Examples 1–3.
In higher-resource scenarios, a frequent problem is that
neural machine translation systems used for text simplifi-
cation tasks are “over-conservative” (Sulem et al., 2018;
Wubben et al., 2012), i.e., they tend to copy the input with-
out simplifying anything. One possible solution to this is
to enforce a less probable output during decoding, which is
more likely to contain some changes to the input (Štajner
and Nisioi, 2018). However, in the present setting, it is
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Figure 2: Human evaluation results

Criterion Values

content
preservation

0 no content preserved
1 general topic preserved, but wrong in specifics
2 main statement recognizable, but wrong in details
3 all relevant content preserved

fluency of
output

0 gibberish, completely incomprehensible
1 fluent in parts
2 mostly fluent (modifying a word or two would make it acceptable)
3 perfectly natural

relative
simplicity

0 more complex than original
1 equally complex
2 somewhat simpler
3 significantly simpler

Table 4: Criteria and values for human evaluation
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quite the opposite: The models fail to reproduce most of
the content, and adding simple-to-simple pairs can help in
this case. However, as datasets grow larger, it may be chal-
lenging to balance the effects of real and synthetic data
appropriately. To this end, approaches such as the semi-
supervised one by Surya et al. (2019), where reconstruc-
tion of the input sequence is explicitly built into the model
architecture, may be interesting to explore further.
When inspecting the model predictions in the test set, it also
became clear that there was a considerable bias towards re-
producing one of a handful of sentences in the training set.
These are simplified sentences which occur more than once
in training, because they are aligned with multiple original
sentences. This suggests that including n-to-1 alignments
in this way is a bad idea for sentence-to-sentence simplifi-
cation.
Overall, even with a limited quantity of data, our models
were able to learn essential features of simplified language,
such as lexical substitutions, deletion of less relevant words
and phrases, and sentence shortening. Although the perfor-
mance of the models is not yet mature, these observations
give a first idea about which types of texts are important
in different settings. In particular, transformations of more
complex syntactic structures require substantial amounts
of data. When aiming for higher-quality output in low-
resource settings, for example, it may be advisable to fil-
ter the texts to focus on lexical simplification and deletion,
in order not to confuse the model with phenomena it will
not learn anyway, and use the discarded sentences for data
augmentation instead.

5 Conclusion
This paper introduces the first parallel corpus for data-
driven automatic text simplification for German. The cor-
pus consists of 3,616 sentence pairs. Since simplification
of Austria Press Agency news items is ongoing, the size of
our corpus will increase continuously.
A parallel corpus of the current size is generally not suffi-
cient to train a neural machine translation system that pro-
duces both adequate and fluent text simplifications. How-
ever, we demonstrated that even with the limited amount of
data available, our models were able to learn some essential
features of simplified language.
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